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About This Game

Achromatic is a minimalist puzzle game about connecting dots in order to transform them all to one cohesive color. Draw a
straight line between two dots of the same color to paint the dots between them. However, you can only change dots of one color

at a time. You'll quickly encounter unique dots with exciting properties. For example the square dot lets you change the
direction of your line, or the triangle dots are synchronized such that changing one of them changes all of them.

Achromatic features an original and relaxing sound track to accompany its polished minimalist aesthetic. Its smooth difficulty
curve will teach you the mechanics and gently ease you into more difficult levels. All levels were carefully designed by hand to
ensure the best puzzling experience possible. For those craving a challenge, bonus levels are available after beating the game to

really test your logic skills.

Features:

60 handcrafted level plus 10 challenging bonus levels

Unique dots with special properties

An undo button to encourage experimentation and prevent frustration

Color blind mode
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It's a decent game, but still feels like it's in early access. UI is a mess of conflicting and obscure necessary commands.
I do enjoy it... but too often you feel like you're fighting the game, and not playing it for enjoyment.
* Exploration is a big part, but after a dozen planets, you've seen it all before.
* The base building is a right PITA. the mats quantities are insane.
* Way too much "shoe leather" moments. It's wasting time because it... can?
* Uses RNG as a way to extend longevity - ie waste even more of your time on pointless activity vs fun.
As you progress in the game, the mundane tasks dont really get "researched away" or similar, you still have to do them. Hence
the sense of progression to being more badass, is limited.

There's better explore\/build games out there - give this one a miss unless you're a big fan of the genre.
If you do really want it, don't bother paying full price, wait for a sale.. I really hate to give this game a bad review because I do
see some love went into this and it could be a playable game... someday.

Well I went ahead and took the pluge to try it out. Sorry to say I ended up getting a refund because this is not a $20 game.

There are 4 buildings you can build (Town Hall, Barracks, Archer defense tower, farm), and only a few units (sword, archer,
miner, famer and woodcutter).

Farmers build farms, builders build Town halls, barracks and archer towers. Just click on the builder and click on an empty hex
and boom it's there instantly.

The gatherable resources are Food (grown in your farms), Iron (mined from mines that you have to find on the map and can't
make yourself), and wood (from the few trees on the map that take about 3 seconds to chop down).

GamePlay:
Really, you can see everything this game has to offer within 3 minutes of first playing. You can chop trees, mine and build the
things mentioned already.

If there were some sort of progression or goal this game might be worth playing but the only reason to expand or do anything is
simply to get more iron and make more troops so you can get more iron and make more troops.

Some things that might make this game playable:
- More resource types ( rare resource types to fight over?)
- More structures
- Leader progression
- Specializations (tech tree, etc)
- More units

Hopefully someday I can give a positive review, but as of now this isn't a game, much less a $20 game. It's tech demo to use to
pitch to publishers at best.. This is my first review and I just HAD to write one for this game!

In short, it's an excellent example of what can be acheived with the RPGmaker engine. It has some flaws, but I'm able to
overlook them thus far.

A lot of love and care has been put into the environment of the game. Pleasant music, weather effects, day\/night system that
isn't annoying, and best of all, well done balancing on battles.

The story, while I won't give away too much, is actually captivating despite the fact that it piggybacks on the tale of Hansel and
Gretel. It's not childish, at all. There is a lot of social\/political plot work that adds feeling to the game.

For the first time in a while, I actually feel like I can't get overpowered in a game. It forces you to manage your supplies and use
all of your abilities strategically to get the most out of exploration. There are moments where I want to keep exploring but I
know I need to rush back to a healing totem. Don't let that discourage you though, it's a pleasant experience I think, even for a
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seasoned gamer\/rpg fan. Lots and lots and lots of side quests handed to you early on. There is even a nice tracker on the side of
the screen to help you keep track.

I really love how the devs guide you through what to do by story telling. I love the chat options that you get with the characters
in your party (similar to the Tales series) that expands upon their character backgrounds. You have multiple options to resolve
quests differently using your own morality as a guide. This means the game might have replayability.

Things to note: A couple glitchy incidents, not game breaking, occured. After turning in a side quest the characters sprite split
and appeared disconnected.
You occasionally have the option to talk to a character or fight them...you can accidentally select fight very easily :(
There are some passability issues, like shimmer spots that can't be reached because of furniture\/foliage placement. This could
be intentional, like a teaser, or there's a secret to get them but I have yet to figure it out. Also, as far as passability, there are
places you can accidentally walk, like over roofs or on top of objects that you normally can't. Still though, not game breaking. I
will most certainly report if there is a particularly bad error though.

One more thing...in the first city you cannot enter the shop at night time. The game has a way of telling you this but it wasn't
clear to me at first. I played through a couple dungeons without the pleasure of reupping my supplies :3 Hard mode for a while
there I guess!

For the small price point, you really can't pass this game up!. This remind me of my childhood
Epic flight controls
Even tho story's not pretty good, most of the missions are still unique and quite challenging.
The best thing about this game is its FREAKING MUSIC!!
Kobayashi's musics are awesome since the formal Ace combat series. You all might quite recognize the music "Zero" from PS4
Ace Combat Zero and yet in this AC 7, the musics are still awesome as before.

Overall Review:
Graphic : 8/10
Game play : 8/10
Story : 6/10
Music : 10/10
Multiplayer : Still having a lot of player base at the moment but doubt it is going to decrease in a couple of months.. This is the
worst Nancy Drew game I have ever played. When I was about seven years old I got this game, Scarlet hand and Danger by
Design. I never beat this game because it frustrated me as a kid. Now about ten years later, I decided to come back with a
vegence on these games. I picked this game and I still hate it just as bad. I tried to give it a chance, but the puzzles are
infuriating; mostly the magnet one! That got really annoying really fast. The ending is a let down in my opinion and the
characters are decent. The traveling is tedious; you ALWAYS have to put the saddle on the horse, fasten it, move into the coral,
then get on Bob then walk out of the coral to get the map of the area.. \u2800\u2800\u2800\u28f6\u28ff\u28f6
\u2800\u2800\u2800\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28c0
\u2800\u28c0\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff
\u28f6\u28ff\u281b\u28ed\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff
\u281b\u281b\u281b\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u283f
\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff
\u2800\u2800\u28c0\u28ed\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28c0
\u2800\u2824\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u2809
\u2800\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u2809
\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff
\u28ff\u28ff\u28f6\u28ff\u28ff
\u2809\u281b\u28ff\u28ff\u28f6\u28e4
\u2800\u2800\u2809\u283f\u28ff\u28ff\u28e4
\u2800\u2800\u28c0\u28e4\u28ff\u28ff\u28ff
\u2800\u2812\u283f\u281b\u2809\u283f\u28ff
\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u28c0\u28ff\u28ff
\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u28f6\u283f\u283f\u281b
Game is simple, great music and colourful gameplay
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The main plot is pretty bad.

From the other hand, there is a lot of good storytelling hidden in it. Destroyed villages and cultures, some suggested
relationships between characters, various routes.

Still, though, it's too basic as far as the writing goes. Good humans, evil goblins (they are evil = they torture people), great war
between nations, the main hero with amnesia. There are some role-playing choices, but not too many. In most of the cases you
can either accept a quest or refuse it (what gives you no value whatsoever), threaten someone to give you more money (which
almost never works) and basically you can only choose between being an annoying a s s hole or a good guy.

When you get actual choices, it get's quite interesting. But generally speaking, I don't think you should play Eschalon: Book I for
its writing.

As far as the gameplay goes, it has A LOT of walking and some cool strategic fights with strong RNG elements. The basics are
very strong, but there are some details that provide issues or don't work well with each other. Some abilities are overall useless,
while others are very significant. Most of the strategic value seems to be addressed toward melee characters - I played as a
ranger and while I used a bow, there were a lot of enemies that were very punishing (even exploding) when they were dying next
to you. Some of this depth vanishes when you can keep a large distance.

Magic in this game is great. Various spells are focused on utility and even a fighter should play around with some basics spells
during its adventures. It has some The Elder Scrolls vibe, but I found myself needing to use spells in this game much more.
Also, you never reach the point of becoming hilariously overpowered aside of the very end of the game, where it gets rewarding
and satisfying.

At the same time, the character creation was quite pleasant. You can screw yourself in many ways if you don't know which skills
are strong and which aren't, but it's nothing like the oldest TES games where you were spending half an hour reading everything.
The only problem is the "roll your stats" elements. I hope the sequels avoided it.

 It's a 5/10 game. 6/10 if you like RPGs, 7/10 if you like open world RPGs, 8/10 if you absolutely don't care about bad story.
I'm definitely going to play the first sequel next.. Until i hit the level 50 and on, this game was awesome and I would recommend
it to all. However, around these levels, it goes from being enjoyable to almost stressful due to difficult levels and short times. At
level 55, it is rediculous and I can not get past it no matter what I do. I am uninstalling it out of frustration and I suggest the
programmers give longer time or an option to skip so many levels.
. I bought this during the Steam Summer Sale 2017 and thought I was getting a great bargain at 80% off. The game looks
incredibly fun, and I was hoping to add the 100k zombies killed achievement to my profile after some time.

But after loading the game itself, it crashes every single time I try to launch it and play.

Come to find out, the Devs have abandoned it a long time ago. Yet it's still being sold to unsuspecting suckers like me :(

Stay away from this broken, abandoned game.. A fairly fun hack-n-slash with slightly cheesy dialogue and massive locations to
explore. Unfortunately, the controls and camera positioning are absolutely broken which will definitely frustrate some players.
Despite these two flaws, DMC4 is still one of my favourites.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 This
Game. First half-hour impressions:

From the moment I started up the game, I was unimpressed. I was met with a login screen that expected me to make an account
or "play offline". Of course, I'm playtesting this game, so I pick "offline". I am met with a very limited singleplayer experience
and UI design that looks like it belongs in one of those horrid dime-a-dozen ad-plastered android apps. The races themselves
feel sort of nice, but at the same time, a little too easy. The default controls (arrow keys instead of WASD) make no sense in
this day and age, and it is unplayable with a controller unless you manually re-bind. For some reason, it uses the L-Trigger axis
for both acceleration and braking, and since the triggers generally don't GO both ways unless you're using a literal joystick, that
means I can only go in reverse. Yeah. Very useful. I can back into a tree! As well, I don't think I understand the "boost pads". It
doesn't feel like I'm getting a boost; in fact, it feels the opposite. It feels like the game is treating it as a BAD thing, and
punishing me for it. It clearly is speeding me up somewhat, but the screen shakes violently and my car flashes red, whilst the AI-
controlled car does no such thing and gracefully rolls over the pads like it's no big deal.
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On top of that, the game is very buggy. One bug right off the top of my head, and this is in the UI department, is that if you
keep restarting the race--or using the menu in general--the little labels for the controller buttons begin to multiply. It wasn't long
before I saw "Retry" buried in "[A][A][A][A][A][A][A][A][A]". On that note, you really shouldn't put text. You should do what
the other devs do, and use opaque icons...and only one of them.

I was about to call it a day and write a negative review until one thing caught me off guard. One thing that truly shines in this
game, and that is the music. The OST is very nice, and made me stay a little longer, if only just to jam to some music. While I'm
still not quite impressed with the single-player gameplay, I've gotten somewhat used to it, and I hope that the dev can really
bring out the polish that this game deserves. This has the potential to be a really good game. In its current state, though, my
recommendation comes with a few grains of salt.

I especially have a hard time recommending it due to the price tag. $10 is a little steep for the level of quality you're getting. i
feel like 7 or even 5 dollars would be more reasonable.
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